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By STEVE CHUANG

With a history of more than half a century, fastener 
production is today one of Taiwan’s most globally 
competitive industries in the southern region. This 
achievement is attributable to insiders’ efforts on 
moving forwards high value-added fasteners for 
higher-end applications, including cars, aircrafts, 
medical supplies and implants, wind turbines, and 
many others, hence seeing a gradual uptrend in value.

An incontestable proof of the industry’s continuous 
growth is the statistics compiled by Metal Industry 
Intell igence, an industry and market research 
division affiliated with Metal Industries Research & 
Development Centre (MIRDC), a Taiwan-based semi-
official R&D institute, showing that Taiwan’s annual 
fastener output increased from NT$95.15 billion 
(US$3.17 billion) in 2006 through NT$112.37 billion 
(US$3.74 billion) in 2010 to NT$123.87 billion (US$4.12 
billion) in 2013. The value is estimated to have reached 
NT$124.38 billion (US$4.14 billion) in 2014 and then 
mount to NT$124.73 billion (US$4.16 billion) in 2015.

MIRDC reports that the posit ive development 
results mainly from the payoff of the hard work by 
Taiwanese manufacturers to continuously improve 
manufacturing capabilities in association with 
local R&D bodies to turn out various fasteners with 
excellent functionality and consistent high quality that 
meet high-end requirements by professional end-
users, which, in turn, enhance not just the industry’s 
overall production value but its presence in different 
sectors.

In an exclusive interview with CENS, Kristy Chi, 
industrial analyst from the Industrial Research Section 
of MIRDC’s Planning & Promotion Department, 
provided insights into the industry’s  current 
development driven by high-valued fasteners 
developed from the R&D body and local makers.

Fasteners for High-end Requirements

The most conspicuous fasteners developed in recent 
years to drive the industry’s global profile higher are 
perhaps the fastening products and implants for 
medical applications, which, Chi mentioned, have 

been displayed at MIRDC and promoted by local 
makers globally to earn high reputations.

Among those products, the polished anodic coloring 
treatment of titanium alloy self-tapping bone screw is 
made using the newest electropolishing technology 
for titanium from Germany, which gives quality-
approved brightness and cleanness to the screw’s 
surface and ensure evenness of color distribution 
from anodic treatment, measuring up to requirements 
for medical applications in developed nations, 
stressed Chi.

Also notable fastening products and related systems 
developed by MIRDC and local manufacturers for the 
application include radius bone plates of titanium, 
implants, rigid abutments, transfer abutments, cover 
screws, hex drivers, dental implants, dental implant 
surgery assistant guiding sleeves, with some of 
which having already been applied in clinical trials. 
“Development of such products will surely help boost 
value of the industry’s output and local economies in 
southern Taiwan,” said Chi.

Compared to fastening products for  medical 
application that still need time to develop to be 
volume-manufactured and heavily promoted, Chi 
noted that fasteners for car production have become 
the strongest propeller among other applications 
for the industry’s growth for years, mainly fueled by 
strong demand from global carmakers, particularly 
from Japan. 

“Many of Taiwanese fasteners manufacturers have 
become part of global makers’ supply chains as Tier 
1 and Tier 2 suppliers,” said Chi. “In the segment, 
suppliers have to upgrade their production process 
and quality management in different ways to 
meet various standards established by different 
carmakers.” It makes sense such products that 
generally have customized specifications and call 
for higher manufacturing technology levels to 
ensure superior safety and generate nice profits will 
contribute ever more to the industry’s output value 
in the years to come, given that the global new-car 
market has continuously expanded over the past 

Fasteners for Higher-end Applications 
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years, and is expected by global research institutes, 
such as IHS Automotive to reach 100 million units 
in 2018. Chi went on to say that backed by deep 
manufacturing knowledge, exceptional production 
flexibility and strong commitment to R&D and quality, 
Taiwanese manufacturers are building ever stronger 
global presence in this sector.

Requiring top-end technology to produce and bearing 
much higher unit prices than ordinary fasteners, 
aircraft fasteners are also saddled with insiders’ 
expectations to become the industry’s ace in the hole 
to blow away the global competition, particularly in the 
face of underselling rivalry from emerging countries is 
intensifying.

Chi said that presently only a few of Taiwanese 
fastener makers who have truly penetrated into the 
global aerospace industry’s supply chain as Part 
C suppliers, mainly through AIDC, which has been 
contracted by global customers to supply engines and 
fuselages for trainers and commercial aircrafts. She 
introduced, “Such fasteners generally have standard 
specifications and are subject to stricter certifications 
than any models for other applications. But, with 
AIDC’s support, local suppliers are more likely to tap 
the segment.”

As eco-awareness remains a concern to drive 
development of global energy industry, another 
potentially lucrative business for Taiwanese fastener 
makers, Chi noted, is fastening products for wind 
turbines.

For long-term reliability and safety, wind turbines 
require complicated engineering and higher-end 
fasteners, making the so-called smart fasteners 
that feature better tightening reliability and stronger 
structural strength a buzzword in the industry. In light 
of the trend, MIRDC has researched and studied such 
fasteners to pave the road for local suppliers to the 
segment.

One of the most commonly seen smart fasteners 
is the Direct Tension Indicating Bolt, which is built 
with the director tension indicator washer to help 
engineers make sure the required initial bolt tension is 
carefully controlled when installing a bolt. Such smart 
fasteners have been widely used in construction, and 
increasingly applied to wind turbine engineering.

The Permanent Mounted Transducer System (PMTS) 
is a rising technology deriving from smart fasteners, 
which, Chi reported, is developed by Intellifast GmbH 
to ensure consistency of bolt tightening process and 
has also been regarded as an ideal solution to wind 
turbine bolting products. 

Chi mentioned that bolt tension is given by torque but 
could vary with time due to material properties and 
ambient conditions; therefore, it is hard to record and 
maintain in practice. The PMTS incorporates ultrasonic 

measurement technology to materialize the concept 
of bolts with sensors, and allows engineers to control 
and monitor embedment conditions of bolts and joints 
even more effectively than other solutions.

The PMTS turns out a bolt that goes through the ion 
vapor deposition to be equipped with the state-of-the-
art Piezoelectric Sensor on the head, and gives each 
bolt a 2D data matrix bar code. Engineers use the 
LP3000B device to identify sensor-built bolts, check 
bolt tension and record measurement results. In short, 
PMTS assures not only reliability of initial bolt tension, 
but also data traceability and maintenance of bolts, 
suitable for wind turbine bolt engineering.

Upgrades of Materials and Production 

Technologies

Mainly motivated by the rise of those high value 
fasteners mentioned above, the Taiwanese fastener 
industry is undergoing thorough upgrades, from 
material  development to thermal and surface 
treatment and testing technologies, which will enable 
insiders to not just raise product value but establish 
distinct images as high-end fastener suppliers in the 
world.

Since development of high-end, high-strength 
materials provides the basis for high value fastener 
production to develop in Taiwan, Chi introduced that 
various titanium-based alloys, as well as related 
molding technologies, have been researched and 
developed by local leading materials suppliers, R&D 
bodies and manufacturers for making fasteners used 
in cars and aircrafts for now. 

She pointed out that the trend is fueled by China Steel 
Corp., Taiwan’s largest steelmaker and the biggest 
supplier of wire rods by size, who has successfully 
started up mass production for Alloy A-286, which 
can withstand high temperatures of up to 700 
degrees Celsius without compromising strength and 
corrosion and are ideally for producing fasteners for 
aircraft and car engines. “Since the high-strength alloy 
is mostly imported presently,” Chi said, “China Steel’s 
mass production will enable local makers of aircraft 
and automotive fasteners to secure stable supply 
of the key components at more competitive prices, 
which, in turn, will help them to solicit more orders in 
the future.”

In thermal treatment technology development, 
Chi indicated that Taiwan’s fastener industry has 
also made a progress in this field. Mainly to meet 
customers’ requirements for high-strength, high-
safety fasteners, she introduced, local makers are 
generally capable of skillfully applying in production 
various advanced thermal treatment technologies, 
including austempering, which is mainly used to 
produce bainite that is formed at a cooling rate 
between that for martensite and perlite so as to give 
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fastener’s structure better elasticity and strength; 
carburizing, which is for enhance absorption of 
liberated carbon during the heating of metal materials 
to make them harder; martempering, a technology 
using interrupted quenching process to produce fine 
tempered martensite structure to further harden the 
fasteners; nitriding, a structure hardening technology 
by diffusing nitrogen into the surface of a metal; and 
spheroidizing that spheroidizes iron carbides within 
the perlite structure.

Chi stressed that a couple of Taiwan’s fastener and 
related equipment manufacturers have been engaged 
in developing spheroidizing annealing furnaces, with 
some models being significantly improved with more 
effective process control systems, user-friendlier 
operation and smarter computing functions, which 
ensure lower power consumption, higher productivity 
and more consistent quality of heat treated fasteners.

To fill orders for bone screws and dental implants, 
Chi went on to say that several thermal treatment 
technologies are increasingly popular in the industry, 
such as SLA (sand-blasted, large-grit, acid-etched), 
MAO (microarc oxidation) coating and . plasma spray 
coating. But, the most impressive one that can ensure 
maximum space between threads to allow adhesion 
of the most possible cells to the implants and screws 
to enhance functionality is the PDL (pulsed dye laser) 
surface treatment technology. 

Perfect for application in the 3C, photovoltaic, IC, 
flexible electronics and biomedical chip industries, the 
PDL features expanded pulse width, high frequency 
and high power, and can process high precision 
parts and components with microstructure without 
causing thermal failure. Chi reported that Industrial 
Technology Research Institute, a government-funded 
R&D institute has begun transferring the technology 
to local fastener makers to help upgrade production 
from conventional screws into high-margin dental 
implants.

As for testing technology, Chi noted that there are 
also encouraging results from local companies to 
build up the industry’s future competitiveness. For 
instance, a fastener inspection equipment company 
has just released its newest sorting technologies for 
screws and bolts, while some have been dedicated to 
developing instrument for detecting tightening torque 
and tension loads of screws with different shapes. 
In the field of metallurgical analysis, she went on to 
say that a Taiwanese firm has also worked out a new 
machine that can automatically detect and measure 
spheroidizing rates and ferrite decarburized depth, 
which is likely to draw more attention to metallurgical 
analysis, of which development in the industry is 
backward.

In addition to manufacturing technology upgrades, Chi 
feels that a few of Taiwanese fastener manufacturers 
have also placed heavy emphasis on introducing the 
state-of-the-art information technology into daily 
operations, so as to enhance operational efficiency 
and generate added value for customers.  For 
example, some leading companies, such as Jinn Her 
Enterprise Co., Ltd., a supplier of more than 20,000 
kinds of screws, are building automatic warehousing 
systems to improve their inventory management and 
delivery efficiency, 

Under this transition, Chi opines that big data is a 
promising IT technology that can result in a makeover 
to this traditional manufacturing industry composed 
mostly of contract makers engaged in built-to-
order production. She pointed out that suppliers 
can build databases of customers’ order volume, 
ordering frequencies, preferences and other valuable 
information using big data analysis, and take 
advantage of that to forecast customers’ inventory 
levels and take initiative to send inquiries right before 
they truly need to restock. “In doing so, suppliers 
not just offer build-to-order manufacturing, but help 
customers with inventory management,” she said, 
“This will enable suppliers to better improve customer 
relationships and secure business chances.”

With ever more insiders venturing into higher-

end segments of the global fastener market, 

Taiwan’s fastener industry is undergoing 

upgrades (photo courtesy of UDN.com).
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made of iron wire, steel tubes, steel plate and stainless steel are also available. ...
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Set up by Xiao Ming-yi in 2011 in Luzhu, Kaohsiung, southern Taiwan, Chuan Yi Sheng
Machinery Co., Ltd. manufactures mainly heading machines, thread-rolling machines, and screw-
making peripherals. Marketing under the CYS brand, we also integrate screw-associated
businesses to offer turnkey export consultancy. Adhering to integrity, innovation and quality, our
youthful team has developed a wide variety of machines while continually developing and
innovating products to create mutual profitability, having also built complete sales network to
offer better, all-round after-sales service.

CHUAN YI SHENG MACHINERY CO., LTD.
No. 42, Faxing Rd., Luzhu Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan 821
Tel:886-7-696-0699
Fax:886-7-696-1068
E-mail: vulauu@yahoo.com.tw
Website: www.cys-machinery.com.tw
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SHUN DEN IRON WORKS CO.,
LTD.
SHUN DEN IRON WORKS CO.,
LTD.

We are a specialist in wire products,
forged & casting parts. Our main products
are marine hardware and building
hardware as well as custom design service
and special forged fastener products. Our
materials include stainless steel, alloy and
carbon steel. Company Outline
Established In:1980 Staff:10-19 Business
Type: Export, Manufacture Export
Markets: Global Main Products: Wire
Products, Hooks, Snap Hooks, Quick
Links, Dee Shackles, Chain Shackles,
Anchor Shackles, Thimbles, Turnbuckles,
Wire Rope Clips, Eye Bolts, Eye Nuts, J
Bolts, U Bolts, Clamps ...

SHUN DEN IRON WORKS CO.,
LTD.
No. 26, Chiashin W. Rd., Kangshan Dist.,
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan 820
Tel:886-7-621-6851/2
Fax:886-7-622-3595
E-mail: shunden@seed.net.tw
Website: www.shun-den.com.tw
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Wire Products, Hooks, Snap
Hooks, Quick Links, Dee
Shackles, Chain Shackles,
Anchor Shackles, Thimbles,

Casting Hardware, Machining & Wire Parts

Eye Bolts, U Bolts, Clamp & Hooks Hardware & Building Materials Clamp part for gland plate
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Hardware And
Tools

DA JIUN CO., LTD. 19
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DA JIUN CO., LTD.

Perforators, Auto Repair Tools, Auto Repair Accessories

We have 20 years of experience in the production of micro torque wrenches and wheel master
wrenches. We have gained various approvals. Our sales network is widespread in America,
Europe, Japan, etc. For detailed product information,

DA JIUN CO., LTD.
No. 147-5, Nanqian Lane, Wufeng Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan 413
Tel:886-4-2332-0399
Fax:886-4-2332-0199
E-mail: d0681@ms29.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/dajiun

Screwdrivers

Electric Screwdrivers

Screwdriver

Screwdriver
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Fasteners And
Wiring (Including
Screws, Buckles,
Springs, Wiring,
Bars Etc.)
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BRILLIANT ENGINEERING
CO., LTD.
Caulking Guns, Cordless Caulking Guns, Sealant Remove

Brilliant Engineering provides the most comprehensive high performance hand tool product line
for the professional industry. Specializing in general construction, automotive, metal working
and wood working, we have been a specialist supplier of tools and accessories in Taiwan. Our
offer includes both traditional products and innovative technological solutions. And, the products
we supply are the highest quality, as well as our fast service to make order turnaround easily,
allowing you to work efficiently and get the job done right. We believe that we will be your best
partner with expertise and efficiency in respect to caulking guns, for the further information
please link to our website. www.brillianteng.com.tw Please let us know if you are ...

BRILLIANT ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
9th Fl.-1, No. 366, Beitun Rd., Taichung, Taiwan 40654
Tel:886-4-2243-6268
Fax:886-4-2243-9058
E-mail: service@brillianteng.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/brilliant

Chemical Anchor Tool, Coaxial Cartridges, Dispensing Gun, Dispensing
Applicator

Skeleton Caulking Gun, caulking guns

Caulking Gun

Caulking Guns
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CANATEX INDUSTRIAL CO.,
LTD.
Fastener, Nut, Bolt, Screw, Turning, Press Parts

Funded in Dec. 1998, Canatex Industrial Co., Ltd., is a trading company specialized in a Fastener
field. We’ve grown up gradually and steadily under the business philosophy “Business Integrity,
Value Creating, Eternal Management, Achievements Sharing” Bolts, screws, nuts, and
hardware…etc. are our core products. Through international trade, understanding customers’
demands, integrating supply chain, executing logistics and quality control, we create value for our
customers and suppliers. Our market extends all over Europe, America, Japan, Southeast Asia and
India…etc., including auto industry, electronic industry, mechanical industry, household appliance
industry, and construction industry. We firmly believe that fastener is ...

CANATEX INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 253, Lin-Ding St., Rende Dist, Tainan City, Taiwan 71742
Tel:886-6-270-5696
Fax:886-6-270-5710
E-mail: 104@canatex.com.tw
Website: www.canatex.com.tw

Nuts and TubesScrews and Bolts

Machining Parts

Stamping and Deep Drawn
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CHANNG CHIN INDUSTRY
CORP.
Machine, SEMS, Tapping, Wood,
Micro Window, Chipboard,
Composite Screws with patent

CHANNG CHIN Industry Corp., was founded in 1972 in
Kaohsiung. With dedicating in production, we have
highly flexibility to produce per print and per customer
request. Our product range is from Machine, SEMS,
Tapping, Wood, Micro Window, Chipboard, and
Composite Screws with patent, etc. With our commitment
to quality and price, we develop well reputation among
clients in the field, which is also evidenced in acquisition
of TS 16949, ISO 14001, ISO 17025, EN 14592 and
EN14566. Customers’ satisfaction is our primary priority,
in addition to acquisition of certification, CHANNG
CHIN has accredited by several automotive system.
Channg Chin’s major production of automotive brand
including Chrysler Fiat, Ford, General Motors, John Deer,
Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Volvo, etc. Other than that,
CHANNG CHI ...

CHANNG CHIN INDUSTRY CORP.
No. 200, Lane 275, Shun-an Rd., Luchu Dist., Kaohsiung
City, Taiwan
Tel:886-7-696-5658
Fax:886-7-696-2876
E-mail: channg69@ms12.hinet.net
Website: www.channg-chin.com.tw

Automotive Machine Screws

Electronic Taptie Screws

Automotive Hi-Lo Screws

Automotive SEM Screws
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CHUN YU WORKS & CO., LTD.CHUN YU WORKS & CO., LTD.
Weld Bolts, Press Screws, Flange Screws, Hex Bolts,
Customized Parts, Screws, Nut

The Chun Yu Group was founded in Kangshan, Kaohsiung county, in 1949 by the three
brothers Li Lieh-yun, Li Chun-yu, and Li Chun-tang. The company originally produced
sewing needles and meters but soon began manufacturing stamped steel nuts. The
company adopted a diversified business strategy in 1955 by acquiring more machinery
and producing bolts, nuts, hex bolts, and polished wire rod, etc. Today Chun Yu holds a
30% share of the domestic tools market and exports products to more than 50 countries
around the world. Looking back over our successes of the past half-century, the hard work
and team spirit of all employees has enabled the Chun Yu Group to enjoy continuing rob .

CHUN YU WORKS & CO., LTD.
100 Tapao St., Kangshan, Kaohsiung Hsien, Taiwan 820
Tel:886-7-622-4111
Fax:886-7-621-6697
E-mail: sales@chunyu.com.tw
Website: www.chunyu.com.tw

Screws, Nuts

Screws, Nuts

Metal Forming
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CLC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Nylon Insert Locknuts
(NE/NTE/NM/NTM)/DIN982/DIN985,
Hex Machine Screw Nuts, Hex
Finish Nuts/DIN934, Hex Jam

Established in 1988 Factory location: Tainan City, Taiwan
Certificate: ISO 9001 Market: Europe 50% U.S.A : 30%
JAPAN : 10% OTHERS : 10% Material: Stainless Steel,
Carbon Steel, Brass C2700/C2600, Silicon Bronze 651
Size: M1.6-M24, #0-1" Packing: Bulk in carton, Small
box

CLC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 158, Yilin Rd., Rende Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan 717
Tel:886-6-270-0392
Fax:886-6-270-1296
E-mail: clcnuts@clcnuts.com.tw
Website: www.clc-nuts.com.tw

Brass Nuts

Special Nuts (per drawing)

Square Nuts, Single Chamfer

Top Lock Nuts
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Chipboard Screws, Collated Screws, Concrete Screws, Drywall Screws, Euro Screw, Furniture Screws, Machine Screw
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Stamping Parts

GREAT BENEFIT
FASTENER CO., LTD.
Great Benefit Fastener (GBF) is a professional fasteners manufacturer with ISO 9001:2008 certificated in
Taiwan. We provide the most completed and good quality fasteners to customers by the professional design,
quick production and creative ability. â—Ž Products: Hex Head/Hex Flange Bolts, Track Bolts, Weld Bolts, Tapping
Screws, Tri-lobular /Thread Rolling Screws, Drilling Screws, SEMS ...

Tel:+886 7 3348955 / 3346175
Fax:+886 7 3343573
E-mail: service@gbfastener.com.tw
Website: www.gbfastener.com.tw

Nuts Self Drilling Screws Bolts
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GWO-MERG CO., LTD.GWO-MERG CO., LTD.
Low-carbon Steel Wire, Alloy Steel Wire, CHQ Steel
Wire, Low-carbon Steel Wires, Alloy Steel Wires, CHQ
Steel Wires

Gwo-Merg established in 1994, has been around the industry for almost 2 decades. We
are specialised in the steel wire for the fasteners including, Alloy steel wire, CHQ steel
wire and Low-Medium Carbon steel wire. The company’s capacity is 5500 MT per month.

GWO-MERG CO., LTD.
No. 36, Yuliao Rd., S. Sec., Qiaotou Dist., Kaohsiung City, Taiwan
82544
Tel:886-7-612-8898
Fax:886-7-612-8886
E-mail: gwo.merg@gmail.com
Website: www.gwomerg.com.tw

Factory

SCM 435 (Alloy steel wire)

35 ACR (Alloy steel wire)
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KING ANN INDUSTRIAL CO.,
LTD.
3 Station Bolt Former 5 Station
Special Part Former, 6 Station
Special Part Former, 4 Station Bolt
Former

KING ANN (KING AN), founded in 1994, is a
professional manufacturer of cold-formingmachines
which produce bolts, nuts, hand tools, automotive &
motorcycle parts, and otherspecial parts.Main
Products/Service: 3, 4 and 5 Station Bolt Former, 5 and 6
Station Special Bolt Part Former,5/ 6 Station Special Nut
Part Former, 5/ 6 Station Short Parts Former, 5 Station
Nut Former.

KING ANN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 1, Lane 56, Baoan Rd., Sec. 1, Baoan Borough, Rende
Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan 717
Tel:886-6-366-0891, 366-0928
Fax:886-6-366-0892
E-mail: kingann@ms42.hinet.net
Website: m.cens.com/s/23065594

BF24B3S

BF13B4S

BF13B3SL

BF36B4S
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KING LI HARDWARD CO.,
LTD.
Body Parts, Screws, Nuts, Bush, Automobile Parts,
Motorcycle Parts, Special Fastener, Special Nuts

KING LI HARDWARD CO., LTD. is dedicated in Body Parts, Screws, Nuts, Bush, Automobile
Parts, Motorcycle Parts, Special Fastener, Special Nuts, Tube & Cold-Forge Parts, Silver Electric
Contact Rivets, Rivets, Pins, Die-casting Parts, Washers, All Kinds of Fasteners, A Professional
Manufacturer of Automobile Parts with operations in Taiwan

KING LI HARDWARD CO., LTD.
No.118, Sec. 1, Zhongshan E. Rd., Xinwu Dist., Taoyuan
City 327, Taiwan
Tel:03-4971717
Fax:03-4972296
E-mail: K8899Li@ms38.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/kingli

TROX FLAT HEAD SCREWS

T-SHAPE WELD NUTS

CLINCHING NUTS BUSH
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Set ( Cold Heading Parts )

NAN SHUN SPRING
CO., LTD.
        Established in 1987, our company is specialized in precision spring with research and design. We keep
the development of our products to suit our customers' special demands and constantly research new products
to fulfill markets. Our services and products have won worldwide customers' trusts, and we believe it will be you
best choice! Main Products : Our company produces finest quality products which in ...

Tel:886-4-735-9685
Fax:886-4-735-1091
E-mail: nanshun@nanshun.com.tw
Website: www.nanshun.com.tw

ZINC SNAP HOOKS / PETS
CHAINS / KEY RINGS / SAFETY

Extension Spring / Drawspring
(see the detils)

Compressed Spring (see the
detils)
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PENGTEH INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.PENGTEH INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

PENGTEH INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD. We
have 20 Years of experience in
manufacturing screws,rivets and special
parts.With factories in Taiwan and
mainland China.

PENGTEH INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
13F., No.872, Zhongzheng Rd., Zhonghe Dist.,
New Taipei City 235, Taiwan
Tel:886-2-2222-4203-5
Fax:886-2-2222-4211, 2222-4222
E-mail: pengteh@ms25.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/pengteh

Semi-tubular Rivet,Solid Rivet,Shoulder Rivet

Binder Post And Screw,Male/Female Sex Bolt

Special Parts Blind Rivet(Open End,Close
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Semi Tubular Rivets, Solid
Rivets, Split Rivets, Binder Post
& Screw Set, Special Parts, Self
Drilling Screws (with

Machine Screws

Self Tapping Screws Self Drilling Screws,Window Screws Thread Forming Screws For Plastic,
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Screws: Self-Tapping Screws, Self-Drilling Screws, Machine Screws, Drywall Screws, Wood Screws, Chipboard Screws
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SANSOAR ENGINEERING
SALES, INC.
SANSOAR ENGINEERING
SALES, INC.
Plastic Fastener & Special Parts, Special Stampings,
Springs, Special Screws, Special Machining (Turning)
Parts, SEMS, Forgings, Precision Castings

SANSOAR ENGINEERING SALES, INC. was founded in 1990 and since that time has
established a reputation as a reliable supplier of quality fasteners, components and
accessories to the construction industry. Our range of Springseal Pipeflashings is
amongst the most comprehensive available. SANSOAR ENGINEERING SALES, INC.
recently moved to new premises in Kangshan ,Kaohsiung County, where all ststems in
house have acheived ISO 9001 centification. SANSOAR ENGINEERING SALES, INC.
supplies to a worldwide customer base whth distribution outlets throughout the USA,
South America, Austrialasia and Europe.

SANSOAR ENGINEERING SALES, INC.
No. 225, Kungkuan Rd., Tzukuan Hsiang, Kaohsiung Hsien, Taiwan
826
Tel:886-7-619-5200
Fax:886-7-619-3444
E-mail: sansoar@hibox.hinet.net
Website: www.sansoar.com

Plastic fastener

Special stampings

Washers
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We Specialize in Making Screws, Hardware Parts and Hand Tool, Hardware, Furniture, OA Furniture, Screw, Washer, FASTENER
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Dies, Piercing Punch, Punch
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YEUN CHANG HARDWARE
TOOL CO., LTD.
Steel Concrete Nail, Screws, Rivet, Nail, Fastener

Established in 1987 as an efficient and sincere team of professionals who have been dedicated to
producing quality products either locally or worldwide, we supply various nails and fasteners and
have built a solid reputation as an authorized OEM supplier with several major global buyers.
Our in-house brand, Thumb Brand, is renowned worldwide and has become a trademark of
quality assurance, with over 50% of our sales coming from the Middle East. Also, to enhance
production capacity, we set up a factory in Chang-Bin Industrial Park in Central Taiwan in 2000.
Fully equipped to carry out manufacture, heat-treatment, finishing and packaging in-house, we
adopt the latest testing instruments and employ seasoned technicians to meet quality r ...

YEUN CHANG HARDWARE TOOL CO., LTD.
16 kungye E. 2nd Rd., Lukang Town, Changhua County, Taiwan 505
Tel:886-4-752-6921
Fax:886-4-761-1000
E-mail: yeun.chang@ycnail.com
Website: www.ycnail.com.tw

Steel Nails

Spiral Steel Nail/Steel concrete nail

BOX

Angular Spiral Steel Nail/Steel concrete
nail
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Staff

JIH SHENG SPRING
CO., LTD.
Established in 1997, Jih Sheng Spring Co., Ltd. has over 10 years of experience in making springs for
electronics, electrical machinery, pneumatic/electric tools, automobiles, precision optical instruments, lighting
products, hydraulic equipment, hardware (including locks), etc. Backed by advanced technology and innovative
facilities, we now have two factories covering 86,400sq.ft. in total: one each focusing ...

Tel:886-4-769-6507
Fax:886-4-768-3303, 768-8422
E-mail: n45.n47@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.js-spring.com.tw

Spring Plant Facilities Stamped Hardware Factory Springs For Molds/Dies
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LIANG YING PRECISION
INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
Universal Joint, Adapter, Hydraulic Fitting, Insert Nut,
Medical Parts, Nozzle, Terminal Pin, Bike Parts

LIANG YING PRECISION INDUSTRY CO., LTD is a specialized manufacturer in Taiwan,
supplies all kinds of CNC, Screw Machined, Turned Parts and components, and with over 20
years experience, is carrying out our guarantee to provide the best solution to customer's
requirement in this field. We always provide high quality products, competitive price and quick
delivery, as well .With dexterous production technique, and on-going innovation, the spirit of
LIANG YING is to satisfy our customers in all respects of applications. Staffs in LIANG YING
are required to be responsible for improving the quality of products; as a result, the quality
becomes the top priority to be taken into consideration.We are good at the following product
processes:welding, plating, machining, stamping, sorting, coating, custom-made products, etc.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any demand! We look fo ...

LIANG YING PRECISION INDUSTRY
CO., LTD.
No. 42-21, Alley 1, Lane 2, Xintian Road, Rende District,
Tainan City 717, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel:886-6-279-2356
Fax:886-6-270-9883
E-mail: info@liang-ying.com
Website: www.liang-ying.com

CNC Part - Milling part & machining part

CNC Parts - Cylinder part

Machining Part - Connector
& electronic part

Telflon
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Spring Manufacturer, Wave Spring, Retaining Rings, Power Spring, Constant Force Spring, Micro Precision Parts
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WILLOW WEBBING & PLASTIC
CO., LTD.
Lanyards, Solid-Colored Badge
Reels, Badge Holders Passes, Plastic
Accessories and Colored ID Badge
Molders, Buckles

Located in Hemei, Changhua, known as the textile capital
of Taiwan, we have been working in strapping
manufacturing for generations. We recently expanded our
business to include plastic accessories for lanyard
production. We are now a premium manufacturer of
durable lanyards, retractable badge reels, special events
badge holders & passes, and more. From schools to
universities, Fortune 500 companies to government
agencies, our products are always in demand! Why? They
offer industry- leading quality at affordable prices with
reliable delivery. Take the time to view our product range
online; many components for custom configurations are
available and our customer service staff is ready to help
your requests become reality.

WILLOW WEBBING & PLASTIC CO.,
LTD.
No. 148-1, Donglai Rd., Hemei Town, Changhua County,
Taiwan 508
Tel:886-4-736-6542
Fax:886-4-735-1026
E-mail: lanyard.pro@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/willow

Lanyards

Woven Wristband

Satin Wristbands

Badge Reels, Whistles
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WIZTECH FASTENER LTD.WIZTECH FASTENER LTD.
Screw. Nut, CNC machining, Plastic part. Alum
sleeve, Double sleeve.

Wiztech is joint venture of manufactures in
different fastener industry which establish
as a marketing center. Our factories are
professional in their field who can provide
customer support for comprehensive
products. Our goal is to expand the market
together, bring advantage for customer and
grow up together. We believe win-win
situation help all parties go further. Wiztech
not only chase for profit, but also hope we
can do something to the society. We
donate money to disadvantaged social
group and support environment protect. We
wish ourselves to be a society and
environment ...

WIZTECH FASTENER LTD.
14F., NO.270, Chongming Rd., Tainan City, 70147, Taiwan
Tel:886-6-2907168, 886-910826258
Fax:886-6-2116589
E-mail: wiztech@wiztech-f.com.tw
Website: www.wiztech-f.com.tw

Screw

Screw Screw Screw
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YU LONG METAL INDUSTRIAL
CO., LTD.
Auto/Motorcycle Cable Parts, Bike
Parts, Adjusting Screws, Rivets,
Spindles, Screws, Special Screws,
Nuts, Metallic Parts, Bolts

Yu Long metal Industrial Co., Ltd. was founded in 1997,
specializes in producing screws of various materials. It
includes double ended screws, adjustment screws, hollow
screws,bolt, rivets and multi-stroke special screws parts
molding ...... and so on. The Company adopted six red
six-molding machine to reduce costs, increase
productivity and provide customers more diverse product
selection. The Company to Maintaining the best quality
for double ended screws, adjustment screws, hollow
screws,bolt, rivets and multi-stroke special screws and to
provide customized services. On-time delivery, quality
control is our business philosophy Welcome developing
OEM and ODM

YU LONG METAL INDUSTRIAL CO.,
LTD.
No. 11, Alley 67, Lane 540, Yongfang Rd., Changhua City,
Taiwan 500
Tel:886-4-761-4094
Fax:886-4-751-4310
E-mail: kof99362@gmail.com
Website: www.tw-yulong.com

Preforms For M8 Bike Pedal Spindles

Special Screws

adjusting screw

Caster Bolts
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